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Abstract: Surgical tool presence detection in laparoscopic videos plays a key role in developing context-aware systems (CASs). 

These systems are designed to support surgical team inside operating rooms and increase the efficiency of surgical workflow. 

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have shown robust performance in detecting surgical tools in laparoscopic images. 

However, imbalanced data sets are still influencing the training process of the CNN models. In this work, data augmentation 

methods based on generated artificial images as training patterns by substituting the image background by uniform, random 

or original background patterns are investigated. First experimental results show different effects on the training process. 

Easily, an improvement of 10% in classification accuracy could be achieved when the network was trained on augmented data. 
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I. Introduction
Surgical tool recognition in laparoscopic videos is one of 

the key tasks that has attracted extra attention by 

researchers when starting to analyze surgical workflow. It 

has potential applications such as recognizing surgical 

phases which is a core problem for developing a context-

aware system (CAS). However, surgical tool presence 

detection has several characteristic difficulties that make it 

a challenging task. For instance, it is a multi-label 

classification task where several tools can be used 

simultaneously. In addition, some tools appear more 

frequently than others, so that the imbalanced dataset 

problem arises. 

Early work on detecting surgical tools employed radio 

frequency identification (RFID) markers that were directly 

attached to tools [1]. Other studies, such as [2,3], suggested 

methods based on handcrafted visual features and 

classifiers to detect tools in images. In recent years, the 

large majority of research adopts different classification 

approaches based on deep learning, namely convolutional 

neural networks (CNNs), to automatically learn visual 

features from laparoscopic images and perform the tool 

classification task [4-6]. For example, in [4] Twinanda et 

al. proposed a CNN structure called ‘EndoNet’ that 

performs tool presence detection and phase recognition. 

Existing works explored the imbalanced data problem [6]. 

Nevertheless, it is still unsolved and greatly affects the 

training process of CNN models. In this work, by focusing 

on this problem, we take a first step toward generating 

synthetic data that can be used to augment available 

datasets in order to improve tool presence detection using 

CNNs. Therefore, three artificial datasets were generated 

by substituting the image background by three different 

patterns. These background patterns are uniform-

backgrounds, original-backgrounds and random-

backgrounds. An evaluation of these datasets in terms of 

their effectivity to train a CNN model for tool detection was 

made.  

II. Material and methods
Three balanced datasets were generated by applying image 

transformations and substituting image background of real 

images from the Cholec80 dataset [4]. At first, surgical tool 

image was cropped from a real image to remove the 

background. Fifty images of each tool were generated from 

randomly chosen real laparoscopic images. Then, tool 

images were augmented using 2 types of image-based 

augmentation methods including image rotation in five 

angels 0o, 45o, 90o, 135o, 180o and image translation by five 

vectors in both x and y axes. Finally, three artificial 

background patterns monochrome, random and original 

backgrounds were employed to acquire three different 

datasets that are uniform-, random-, and original-

background datasets respectively.  

In the uniform-background dataset, all background pixels 

have same value, while backgrounds in the random-

background dataset were generated randomly based on the 

histogram distribution of a real laparoscopic image. 

Besides synthetic backgrounds, original images not 

containing any surgical tool were paired with tool images 

to produce original-background dataset. A cross-dataset 

validation was performed by training AlexNet model [7] on 

different input combinations. 

III. Results and discussion
AlexNet model [7] was fine-tuned using different input 

combinations (i.e. cross-dataset validation) to investigate 
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improving model generalizability using different artificial 

background patterns. Fig. 1 shows a summary of results. 

Figure 1: Classification accuracy of cross-dataset evaluation 

Figure 2: training accuracy of the network. (a) the training set is 

a combination of rand. and orig. datasets while the validation 

set is uni. dataset. (b) the training set is a combination of uni. 

and orig. datasets while the validation set is rand. dataset 

It appears that despite having same tool objects in the three 

datasets, cross-dataset validation, training on one or two 

datasets while testing on others, gave different 

classification accuracies (see Fig. 2). These results indicate 

that visual features learnt by the CNN model are still related 

to the image background. Interestingly, the CNN model 

was able to focus on parts of images containing target 

objects, i.e. surgical tools, when it was trained on uniform-

background dataset rather than random-background 

dataset. Nevertheless, the evaluation against original-

background dataset was too low in both cases, that indicates 

just little generalization capability of the model was 
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obtained, and a strong dependence on background patterns 

appears to be occurring. 

Further testing and analysis were conducted by 

incorporating real images from the Cholec80 dataset [4]. 

Here the CNN model was trained using different 

combinations of real and artificial images, namely: group 

1: real images dataset; group 2: random-background, 

original-background and real images training set; and 

group 3: uniform-background, original-background and 

real images training set, and tested on real images taken 

from the Cholec80 dataset. Table 1 shows results of testing 

the network on real images according to different training 

sets. Experimental results emphasize that an improvement 

of 10% was obtained when group 1 was augmented with 

artificial data. 

Table 1: Classification accuracy with different combinations of 

real and artificial data. 

Training set Classification accuracy 
(%) 

Group 1 61% 

Group 2 71% 

Group 3 69% 

IV. Conclusions
This work shows that different background patterns could 

affect training CNNs. Further work is needed to incorporate 

more random background patterns and more tool images. 
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